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Kelly Grace Price  co-creator, Close Rosie’s  534 w 187 st #7 New York, NY 10033
E-Mail: gorgeous212@gmail.com Web: http://www.CloseRosies.org

January 22, 2019
NYC Council Committee on Public Safety
To: Councilmen Donovan J. Richards, Chair; Councilman Justin L. Brannan; Councilman Fernando Cabrera;
Councilman Andrew Cohen; Councilman Chaim M. Deutsch; Councilwoman Vanessa L. Gibson; Councilman
Rory I. Lancman; Councilman Carlos Menchaca; Councilman I. Daneek Miller; Councilman Keith Powers,
Councilman Paul A. Vallone and; Councilman Jumaane D. Williams
cc: Public Advocate Corey Johnson; Councilwoman Helen Rosenthal; Councilman Daniel Dromm; Manhattan
Borough President Gale A. Brewer.
via email
Ref: Oversight – CCRB Reporting; Intro 1106
Dear Chair Richards, Committee Members and Committee Counsel(s):
I thank you for holding this hearing and also the other members of the council and staff for allowing me to
submit this testimony today. I am Kelly Grace Price of Close Rosie’s (http://www.CloseRosies.org) and I ask you
to listen to three topics regarding CCRB workflow that I urge you to prioritize:
1) Potential Reporting Provisions to Intro 1106;
2) Sexual Assault and Harassment complaints;
3) The CCRB does NOT respond to initial complaint allegations within 48 hours
As a survivor of sexual violence (many times over) who was re-victimized by the “criminal justice” system when
I turned to police for assistance in extracting myself from a life-threatening situation and denied justice I have
made many CCRB complaints. As a result of my false arrests, unlawful detention on Rikers Rose M Singer
Center, and malicious prosecutions (I had all false 324 charges DISMISSED) I have been demarcated in all NYPD
databases as a person that is not to receive police services and subject to denial of services, refusal of
protections, unlawful surveillance, ridicule, shame, sexual harassment, sexual assault and physical assault at the
hands of the NYPD. These harms have arisen because of the NYPD’s policy of State Created Danger toward me
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and I literally have no one to turn to complain to except for the CCRB and the SDNY. Frankly I have had more
progress in the SDNY than the CCRB is producing answers and outcomes to my byzantine situation. At every
interaction with the police and DA’s office now I am denied services and protections, harassed sometimes
because of my disability or ordered to go to the psych ward even when my mental health diagnosis is not
presenting symptoms. Because of this and I continually make CCRB complaints. I have a lot to share and I hope
you find my comments useful:
Potential Reporting Provisions to Intro 1106:
a. The council could consider adding a provision that requires the CCRB to document the
number of complaints converted/on-passed to the NYPD for investigation that are initially
investigated by the CCRB and deemed to fall outside of the agency’s charter. Currently I have
made several complaints that fall outside of the charter of the CCRB and have NEVER been
informed that my complaint has been on-passed to IAB for investigation. Also, I have never
been given a determination as to the outcome of many of my requests. Please see a recent
correspondence from November of 2018 (between myself and the CCRB) regarding this issue
(See Exhibit 1).
b. The council could consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to report on
the duration between individual complaints and the when the complainant is informed of
that investigatory outcome;
c. The Council could consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to report on
the number of complaints pending by duration;
d. The Council could consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to report on
the number of investigative outcome notification letters returned to the CCRB that never
reach complainants. Currently there is no data available about how long a complainant has to
wait before being updated about the status of their complaint. This is particularly harmful to
survivors of sexual assault and harassment who often have to flee their homes and relocate into
temporary living situations without forwarding addresses. I encourage the Council to mandate
better reporting processes and guarantees before the CCRB is allowed to proceed with stage II
of its sex harassment and assault investigations into complaints made by civilians of uniformed
and ununiformed members of the NYPD. This is an HUGE issue that I have tried to flag to the
Downstate Coalition vs. Sexual Violence and the Women’s Issue Committee but it has not taken
hold.
e. The Council could consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to provide
a full and complete accounting of an individual’s previous/pending CCRB complaints upon
request to that individual that includes: date of initial report; date of conclusion; date
complainant was informed of income; method of reporting to complainant and outcome of the
complaint(s).
f.

The Council could consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to provide
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a full and complete accounting of the time between receiving the initial complaint and
responding to the complaintant.
g.

There are many people who have been banned from the “Mediation” option with the NYPD
instead of choosing a full CCRB investigation. I am one of these people and this practice is
selective and exclusionary and denies me many constitutional rights. The NYC Council could
consider adding a provision to Intro 1106 that requires the CCRB to provide a full and complete
accounting of all people who have been denied the ability to enter into mediation with the
NYPD as an option instead of a full CCRB investigation.

4) Sexual Assault and Harassment complaints: aside from the comments I have already provided the
board in previous years about the need for the introduction of FETI techniques and investigators
into the CCRB workflow I have major concerns about the back-end reporting procedures and
responsibilities that the agencies has to complainants alleging sex assault and or harassment at
the hands of the NYPD. Because my abuser was an asset to the NYPD and the MDAO and I was
demarcated on the NYPD “do not serve list” under the instruction of the MDAO, I have complained
numerous times to the CCRB about the NYPD refusing to take my complaints b/c I have been
demarcated falsely as a “fabricator” in the NYPD’s Palentir/Cobalt databases (please see attached
Exhibit 2 a letter from retired NYPD Lt Marc C Larocca who reports that the NYPD was instructed NOT
to extend me services or investigate my claims of abuse at the hands of my intimate partner.)
Many on the City Council know my story already; as an innocent survivor of intimate partner violence and
trafficking I was refused assistance in extracting myself from a relationship with a man who was involved in
aiding the NYPD and MDAO in making large RICO busts of “gangs” in my neighborhood of gentrifying
Southwest Harlem in the jurisdiction of the 28th precinct. In short: my abuser was useful to the authorities in
providing proffer and assisting as a complaintent in various fashions that forced testimony prescient to law
enforcement’s gang enforcement program in my neighborhood. Many times I have been denied services,
maligned by the NYPD and complained to the CCRB. A few examples of this harassment:
a. In 2011 when I was arrested by the NYPD’s 28th pct. squad and held in the tank in their squad
room I beseeched Detective Linda Simmons as to why she had never questioned my neighbors
(two blocks from the precinct) about the abuse unhanded to me; never pulled my emergency
room records proving my abuse or: asked to review photos of the many life-threatening injuries
my abuser inflicted on me. Detective Linda Simmons responded to me: “Kelly, when you lay
[sic] on your back and spread your legs I don’t stand over you and tell you how to do your job
and I sure don’t expect you to tell me how to do mine.” At the time I was being viciously
pimped and trafficked by my abuser and had gone to the NYPD asking for help in extracting
myself from that situation…
b. Later that day when Dt. Flowers of the 28th pct. escorted me through the tombs for intake into
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the arraignments part at 100 Centre street he said to me: “Miss Price you got between your
legs something the dudes uptown and the dudes downtown want—I never seen anything like
it.”
c. Officers from the 28th pct. used to lean out of their second floor squad room window and
“MOO” like a cow whenever I walked by the precinct when I still lived in the neighborhood.
d. At an earlier date in 2010 a man who portrayed himself as an undercover police officer
pretended to arrest me when I was being pimped and told me after he stripped me naked and
handcuffed me that he would “let me go” if I “did him a favor.” Later in 2013 I finally had the
resolve to make a complaint about the incident to the DOI (the CCRB ignored me). The DOI
on-passed my allegations to the NYPD SVU who in turn punted the investigation to the NYPD’s
IAB “squad 30.” The squad actually sent a NYPD IAB SGT who had been a client of mine when I
was trafficked to investigate my allegation! I never heard anything back about these allegations
or the outcome after much back and forth with members of IAB squad 30 who were much more
interested in investigating my relationship with disgraced NYPD Lt. Adam Lamboy and other
members of the NYPD who had potentially been my client(s) when I was being trafficked
(Lamboy had NOT been). But one of the people they sent to question me had actually been
himself a client!!!
The CCRB must take on broader responsibility in regard to sex assault and harassment allegations made
against uniformed and ununiformed NYPD staff but it must change its own workflow before taking on
these new investigative roles.
e) First the CCRB MUST find a better back-end methodology to keep survivors informed
about allegations. I have moved MANY times as I struggle to restore myself to the status I enjoyed
before my false arrests and malicious prosecutions and keeping a steady address or a safe mailbox has
been an huge issue for me. I don’t believe I have ever heard the results of any of these complaints I have
made because the CCRB only mails a physical letter when they have closed a case. This process MUST
be updated. Survivors MUST know there is a path to justice and that those who assault, ridicule and
mock us under the guise of protecting us will be held accountable. Maybe a secure database with a
client-sided portal could be explored? Or a yearly summary of CCRB complaints could be posted within
such a system for review by complainants? A single paper letter being sent out at an undetermined
point in the future is NOT sufficient.
3. The CCRB does NOT respond to complaints within 48 hours despite the testimony presented earlier today
by CCRB Board Members. This is an untruth. As proof I offer as example that just last week I made a complaint
about a NYPD officer blocking my entrée onto the subway because I had my service dog, Frank Sinatra, with
me and the officer, a member of TB 3, Officer Paluch, did not know the ADA or Frank’s rights to accompany me
everywhere I go under it. I made this complaint a week ago and still have not heard anything back from the
CCRB (please find the complaint attached at Exhibit #3 to this testimony). I look forward to working with the
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CCRB to investigate the discriminatory actions of this officer who had no right to handle me or prevent my
egress on to the subway but I need to hear from investigators first.
Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns about the CCRB’s current and future plans to address sex
assault and harassment complaints by NYPD members vs. civilians and for considering my suggestions to
improve Intro 1106.
Kelly Price
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EXHIBIT 1
CCRB Intake (CCRB) Thu, Jan 3, 9:32 AM

CCRB Intake (CCRB)
<intake@ccrb.nyc.gov>
to:

Grace <gorgeous212@gmail.com>

cc:

"CCRB Intake (CCRB)" <intake@ccrb.nyc.gov>

date:

Jan 3, 2019, 9:32 AM

subject:

RE: 34 pct. refusing to take report april 16 2018

mailed-by:

ccrb.nyc.gov

security:

Standard encryption (TLS) Learn more

:

Important mainly because you often read messages with
this label.

Ms. Price,
Please be advised that the CCRB received the below mentioned complaint on April 17, 2018 and after
careful review it was determined that it did not fall under our jurisdiction and was referred to The
Office of the Chief of Department (OCD) under case number 201802997. You may contact them at
212-741-8401 in regard to the status of your complaint. Thank you.

CCRB Intake Unit
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From: Grace [mailto:gorgeous212@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2019 9:16 AM
To: CCRB Intake (CCRB) <intake@ccrb.nyc.gov>
Subject: Re: 34 pct. refusing to take report april 16 2018
WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD ANYTHING BACK ABOUT THIS COMPLAINT???
On Mon, Jul 23, 2018 at 2:20 PM Grace <gorgeous212@gmail.com> wrote:
I haven’t heard anything about this complaint.
OFFICIAL TEXT OF COMPLAINT.

Thank You For Filling Out This Form
Shown below is your submission to NYC.gov on Tuesday, April 17, 2018 at 15:12:14
This form resides at https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ccrb/complaints/file-online.page

Name of Fields

Data

cfirstname:

Kelly

clastname:

Price

caddr:

534 w 187th st 7

ccity:

New York

cstate:

NY

czip:

10033

ccountry:

USA

cbirthmonth:

11

cbirthdate:

27

cbirthyear:

1970

chphone:

646

cbphone:

676

ccellphone:

1940

textpermission:

yes
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mobilecarrier:

Metro PCS

has_email:

yes

cemail:

gorgeous212@gmail.com

sex:

Female

preferred_name:

NA

referral:

Other

howdidyouhear_other:

I am a frequent reciepient of NYPD abuse and courtesy.

AreYouAVictim:

Yes

DidYouWitnessTheIncident: Yes
Imonth:

04

Idate:

16

Iyear:

2018

Itimehr:

06

Itimemin:

00

ItimeAMPM:

PM

Ilocation:

34th pct. lobby

Iborough:

Manhattan

summons_arrest_associated
No
:

story:

1. Reason for NYPD Contact: I have information from DHCR
that on two separate occasions someone submitted
false/fraudulent rent reduction requests on my behalf. The
application process requires someone to fill out my personal
information on a form, list the reasons a reduction is
requested, and to SIGN my name on the form. This was done
TWICE: once in September and once in Late October of 2017
on my behalf. I have suspicion that my landlord submitted
these applications in order to try to thwart the process of me
asserting warranty of habitability defenses in housing court.
(In brief you cannot pursue rent reductions coterminiously w
DHCR and Housing Court--so to initiate such a process would
prohibit me from attaining resolution from housing court where
we are currently embroiled in multiple litigations against my
slumlord). I have the copies of the confirmation of request for
investigation from DHCR but not the actual forms the landlord
(or someone) forged my name on. The DHCR investigator told
me I cannot have those that it i DHCR policy to only give out
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copies of materials in their files when either a law enforcement
request is made or a court subpoena is issued. I had copies of
the letters from DHCR on my phone with the investigatorss
contact information. 2. What Occurred After I went to the 34th
pct. to report after texting with my squadron leader, DT
Troppman about how to proceed: The community Service
officer at the 34th pct., Perez, saw me sitting waiting to make
a complaint and pulled the desk sargeant outside and told him
not to help me. I overheard him telling the desk sgt that I had
just had a CCRB complaint substantiated against another
SGT in the 34th, Mateo. Perez commented to me as he
passed by me that he was glad to see me smiling and that he
had noticed that I had tweeted that I had my CCRB complaint
substantiated against Mateo. Then I saw the Desk Sargeant
pull aside officer Cumberbach who had not been helping
people in the lobby with their complaints prior--another young
latina woman was dong the triage with people trying to make
complaints. After the desk sgt pulled aside Cumberbach
officer Cumberbach: shield 22517 motioned to me to tell him
about my complaint. He was very rude and curt and told me
that since no harm had resulted from my landlords forgery that
he couldnt take my complaint. I was incredulous. I argued that
a forgery is a forgery and that I will be going to law school and
have been studying diligently and that I know the NYS CPLR
states that it is 1) a felony to forge my name on a document,
2) it is a felony to posess the forgery, and 3) a felony to submit
the document in an official capacity. I pointed out that there is
no stipulation in the statatory language that harm needs to
result to the victim of the forgery for the statute to be enforced.
Then Cumberbach told me that since I didnt have the letters
from DHCR printed out that he couldnt take my complaint. I
told him I was happy to email them to Perez to share with him
as I had Perezs email already. Then Cumberbach told me that
I couldnt be sure that my landlord had been the forger and I
agreed that I didnt know who had done it but that my landlord
had forged my name before on another document that the
housing court judge had ruled he had forged three years ago
and that this pattern was highly likely to have continued in this
case. Then Cumberbach gave me MORE double talk and I
asked to speak with his supervisor. He sneared at me and
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huffed away. 3.) what transpired at the 34th pct. when I asked
to speak with a supervisor about my complaint of SIX counts
of felony forgery my landlord committed: I sat on the bench for
another 45-50 minutes and then politely asked the desk SGT,
SGT Long Badge 2487 if he was going to speak to me. He
had been at his desk talking and guffawing with a red-haired
uniformed officer the entire time. He stomped over and started
giving me the business. I casually turned on my cell phone to
video tape him midway through his skree about how the
agency probably just made a filing mistake. Here is the link to
the video: https://youtu.be/4iyFewdHYMc see how he uses his
police training to keep switching the conversation back and
forth always keeping one step ahead of my answers to his
questions by gaslighting and reversing? This technique that
the SGT employed feels like it was taught as an NYPD
academy maneuver in its Intro to Policing 101 class... I
informed the sgt that I had him on video with his doubletalk,
called him a cocksucker to his face and left the precinct. THIS
COMPLAINT IS ABOUT COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER
PEREZ, SGT LONG AND P.O. CUMBERBACH REFUSING
TO TAKE MY COMPLAINT AND BEING DISCOURTEOUS
AND DENYING ME MY DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL
PROTECTION CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. COURTESY
PROFESSIONALISM RESPECT?????
wwho1:

Victim

wfirstname1:

Kelly

wlastname1:

Price

waddr1:

534 w 187th

wcity1:

New York

wstate1:

NY

wzip1:

10033

wbirthmonth1:

11

wbirthdate1:

27

wbirthyear1:

1970

wcountry1:

USA

whphone1:

646

wbphone1:

676

wcellphone1:

1940
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wemail1:

gorgeous212@gmail.com

Irank1:

Sergeant

Ilastname1:

PEREZ

Igender1:

Male

Irace1:

Hispanic

Ipct1:

34

Iplcth1:

Plainclothes

Iftcar1:

On Foot

Idescrip1:

LATINO LATE 30S EARLY 40S PUDGEY, HEAVY SET
RECEDING HAIRLINE OILY SKIN SNEER ON HIS FACE.
HE IS THE COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER FOR TH 34TH
PCT

Irole1:

PLEASE READ PRIOR: PEREZ THWARTED MY
COMPLAINTS BEING FILED BY INSTRUCTING THE DESK
SGT NOT TO ASSIST ME

Irank2:

Police Officer

Ilastname2:

CUMBERBACH

Igender2:

Male

Irace2:

Black

Ipct2:

34

Ishld2:

22517

Iplcth2:

In Uniform

Iftcar2:

On Foot

Idescrip2:

LATE 20S OR 30S PO AFRICAN AMERICAN MALE
APPROX 62, 230 LBS BROWN EYES BLACK HAIR LOTS
OF DENTALWORK

Irole2:

OFFICER CUMBERBACH REFUSED TO GIVE ME A
PRIVATE PLACE TO EXPLAIN MY COMPLAINT SO I HAD
TO SPILL MY PERSONAL DETAILS IN FRONT OF 15
PEOPLE WAITING IN THE SMALL AEDICULE IN THE 34TH
PCT LOBBY. HE WAS COMBATITIVE AND TRIED TO
CONVINCE ME THAT SINCE MY LANDLORDS ILLEGAL
FORGERY SCHEME BROUGHT ME NO HARM B/C I
CAUGHT HIS FORGERY IN TIME TO PREVENT HARM
THAT IT WASNT A CRIME. THEN HE TRIED TO TELL ME
THAT I HAD TO POSESS A COPY OF THE FORGERY FOR
THERE TO BE AN INVESTIGATION. PLEASE SEE PRIOR
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OUTLINE FOR COMPLETE RUNDOWN OF
CUMBERBACHS VIOLATIONS OF MY CIVIL RIGHTS
Irank3:

Sergeant

Ilastname3:

LONG

Igender3:

Male

Irace3:

White

Ipct3:

34

Ishld3:

2487

Iplcth3:

In Uniform

Iftcar3:

On Foot

Idescrip3:

https://youtu.be/4iyFewdHYMc

Irole3:

what transpired at the 34th pct. when I asked to speak with a
supervisor about my complaint of SIX counts of felony forgery
my landlord committed: I sat on the bench for another 45-50
minutes and then politely asked the desk SGT, SGT Long
Badge 2487 if he was going to speak to me. He had been at
his desk talking and guffawing with a red-haired uniformed
officer the entire time. He stomped over and started giving me
the business. I casually turned on my cell phone to video tape
him midway through his skree about how the agency probably
just made a filing mistake. Here is the link to the video:
https://youtu.be/4iyFewdHYMc see how he uses his police
training to keep switching the conversation back and forth
always keeping one step ahead of my answers to his
questions by gaslighting and reversing? This technique that
the SGT employed feels like it was taught as an NYPD
academy maneuver in its Intro to Policing 101 class... I
informed the sgt that I had him on video with his doubletalk,
called him a cocksucker to his face and left the precinct.

true/false:

true

Email:
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 3
Thank You For Filling Out This Form
Shown below is your submission to NYC.gov on Wednesday, January 16, 2019 at 16:46:25
This form resides at https://www1.nyc.gov/site/ccrb/complaints/file-online.page
The following files were uploaded to the NYC.gov Portal:
Drvc_VGX0AAPHgW.jpg

Name of Fields

Data

cfirstname:

Kelly

clastname:

Price

caddr:

534 w 187th st 7

ccity:

New York

cstate:

NY

czip:

10033

ccountry:

USA

cbirthmonth:

11

cbirthdate:

27

cbirthyear:

1970

chphone:

6465130587
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cbphone:

676

ccellphone:

1940

textpermission:

no

mobilecarrier:

N/A

has_email:

yes

cemail:

gorgeous212@gmail.com

sex:

Female

preferred_name:

NA

referral:

Other

howdidyouhear_other:

Regular Customer

AreYouAVictim:

Yes

DidYouWitnessTheIncident:

Yes

Imonth:

11

Idate:

10

Iyear:

2018

Itimehr:

10

Itimemin:

45

ItimeAMPM:

PM
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Ilocation:

uptown 2/3 track platform in the 42nd st subway station

Iborough:

Manhattan

summons_arrest_associated:

No

story:

While trying to embark onto the uptown 2/3 track in the 42nd st station
P.O. Paluch came up behind me andgrabbed my arm and attempted to
detain me prevent me from boarding car 1397 around 10:45 p.m. bc I was
accompanied by my AmericanDisibilityAct ServiceDog, FrankSinatra . I
asked him to let go of my right elbow and to allow me to proceed onto the
train (I was halfway in the car when he grabbed my arm and refused to let
go). Paluch refused to let go of my arm until I provided proof that Frank is
an ADA ServiceDog- which is an illegal request under the Federal ADA.
Frank has a tag from Health department which is NOT required that he
wears but I did NOT show it to him because I dont have to. It is not
required by law. I asked why Paluch didnt know the ADA he he sneered at
me with ridicule and asked if I had been DRINKING! The car was filled
with passengers and I was humiliated. I yelled at Paluch to let go of me
and to learn the ADA and his partner motioned for him to let me go. I
recently saw Paluch AGAIN on the uptown 1 train last Tuesday January
9th. I was on the uptown 1 train and Paluch and his partner spotted me
and stood in the next car watching me and my service dog laughing and
making faces. When we reached 86th st on the uptown 1 train Paluch and
his partner disembarked and stood outside of my subway car watching me
and my service dog making jokes and whispering. I wasnt going to make
this complaint because I looked up Paluch and saw he is a veteran but I
will not be STALKED, MOCKED and Ridiculed by the people paid to
protect me. Fck them!

Irank1:

Police Officer

Ilastname1:

Paluch

Igender1:

Male

Irace1:

White
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Ipct1:

Transit NYPD

Ishld1:

?

Iplcth1:

In Uniform

Iftcar1:

On Foot

Idescrip1:

approx 62 to 64 shaved buzz cut light eyes and hair 220 lbs late 20s

Irole1:

Please see above

Irank2:

Police Officer

Igender2:

Male

Irace2:

Hispanic

Ipct2:

Transit Bureau (3??)

Ishld2:

??

Iplcth2:

In Uniform

Iftcar2:

On Foot

Idescrip2:

shorter, maybe 58 to 510: age 30s weight: 220 ish. Kind of a dick.

Irole2:

This officer actually obstructed my passage down the platform when he
spied me with my service dog. He gave me an incredulous look and
literally snorted when I made my way around him to proceed down the
platform. It appeared to me that he was supervising Paluch and that he
was the one who instructed Paluch to illegally detain me. When I yelled at
Paluch to let me go this officer nodded at Paluch.

true/false:

true

